AMWA Leaders Mollie Marr
AMWA Leaders Michelle Benedict

U.S. News & World Report features:

- music, film, and dance? Contact associatdirector@amwa-doc.org
- Get Involved in AMWA's Medical Humanities initiatives:

Response.

(6/2)

Mentorship Webinar: “Conjunction Junction, What’s Physical Medicine And Rehabilitation’s Function?”
The final session of the special AMWA webinar series with BossB, MD

Survey to help AMWA improve professional development resources

U.S. Picks Worst Possible Moment to Cut Funding to WHO

Member Spotlight: Dr. Monique Mun

Online Episodes Focused on Cardiometabolic Health and COVID-19.

Other Meetings

Connection in a Sometimes Lonely World

Women are Fighting the Pandemic with Power and Grace

Advancement in Cardiometabolic Health from East to West

Other News

MEDICAL INTERVENTIONS

CMHC Launches New Podcast Network Called the “Cardiometabolic Beat,”
Participate in Survey

AMWA Leaders to be Featured in Doctor Me First Podcast

President

(Aug 7-8)
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